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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TECHNI CAL NOTE NO . 1320 
INVESTIGATION OF TITE DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
OF AIRPLANE "lINGS TO GUSTS 
By Harold B. Pierce 
SUMMA"RY 
A method of predicting the dynamic r esponse of airplane wings 
to gusts by considering only the fundamental mode of bending is 
presented, together with the r esults of model tests made to evaluate 
the method. In ao.dition, the r esults of fl. seri es of ca lculations 
obtained by using tho moth d are given to illustrate changes in 
the dynamic r esponse of ai:.'plune wings brought about by chanB68 in 
gust and airplarl.e pal'ametel's. An al)pendix giving the tletails of the 
method and the procedure for the determination of constant s is 
included. 
AlthouGh the test results are not suita~le for predicting 
dynamic-stress ratios, t hey serve to indicate thut the met hod is 
of sufficient accuracy to llredict the ratio of maximum dynamic 
wing deflection to maximum fuselage acceleration increment for 
conventional airplanes. The test results also illustrate the 
need for inch:(HnS aeroclynamic dampi ng in calculations of dynamiC 
response of airplane wings. 
'Ihe ca lculations made to show the effect of che.nge of certain 
gust parameters indicate that : 
(1) The dyn~c-st. 6S8 ratio for airplane wings increases as 
the gradient distance of the gust decrc~ses. 
(2) For the assu,"1l.'3d 1esign gust of lO-chord gradient distance, 
the ove~st~ess in a single gust may be as much as 12 percent . 
(3) Although the results fOT one type of repe~ted gust are 
not conclusi ve, a repeated gust does not seem to be more critical 
than a single gust . 
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The calculations made t o shmT the effect of change of certa.in 
airplane parameters indicate that for the assumed design gust 
of lO-chord gradient distance: 
(1) A change ln forward velocity of the airplane does not 
appreciably change the dynamic-stress ratio. 
(2) A red.uction of wing frequency by a change either in weight 
or in stiffness of the wing results in an increase in the dynamic-
stress ratio. 
(3) The wing-tip acce10ration increment is generally much 
greater than the fuse]age acceleration increment and t he ratio of 
the hlo tends to increase as the speed incrpases. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the present -day design of airplane wins s for strens th, the 
predominating l oads consid.ered are caused by IDa.neuvering and by 
gusts . For t ransport-type airplanes .. for ;'Thich the design maneu-
vering l oads are relatively 1m.;, the design gust loads are fre-
quently cri tical, especially as the operating speed increases . 
These gust loads, for simplicity of calculation, are assumed to 
be static loads applied to a ri gid airplane. For the smaller 
airplanes, the ass~~tion of a rigid structure appears to be 
reasonable . With increase in size , however, air:plane .Tings tend 
to deflect more and, thus, the assumption of rigidity is subject 
to question. Consequently, the trend towa~ larger and faster 
airplanes necessitates the determination of methods for calcu-
lating and evaluating the effects of dyrnL~c response. 
In the past a number of investiBB.tions of the dynamdc response 
of airplane wings on encountering gusts have been conducted. 
Notable amon these investigations are the ones reported in 
references 1 to 4. In reference 1, under the assvJrrption of no 
pitching motion, Kussner sets forth the exact equations for the 
loads and moments when t he airplane encounters a gust and applies 
these equations to the flexural system w'hich ls composed of the 
wing and fus el age of an airplane . Since a mathematical error ~~s 
f ound in his simplification of these integro-differential equations, 
the calcuJated results given by Kussner are therefore considered 
invalid. References 2 and 3 present two other simplifications of 
the problem, but t he dynamic-stress result s are difficult to 
dissociate from the stabili t.y reactions in 'Which they are conte.ined. 
" 
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Reference 4 presents still another simplification that is based on 
an tnfinj.t e -rnass fuselage . rr'hese reference 11apers re:present 
isola.ted investigations of varions parameters a£fecting the 
d~namic r esponse of airplanes to gusts and use a numb8r of methods 
that cannot r eadily be evalu.ated by conrpru.'ison • In addi tlon, the 
volicli ty of t."l-J.e various investigations has never beon ex.:perimentally 
shm-ll . 
Upon consideration ot' the need for inve8tigating the flexural 
reactions of large a.irplane s in Gusts and because of the omissions 
in the exist i ng 1i tel'atu:re, an invGstigation ",as undertaken ",i th 
the follm·;ing Imrposes in mind : 
(1) To evolve a relatively eimple, yet sufficiently accurate 
method for determining the dynamic stress in th~ wings o! a given 
atrplane due to their dynamic response t c gU8tS . 
(2 ) To make an eX"perimental check of thG method . 
( 3) To make a study of the effect of t.he chanGes of gu.st and 
airplane parameters on the stress due to the dynamic response of 
a trplane wings . 
The r c su.lts of this investigation are :presented herein, tOGether 
\'li tb t11c analytical method, "hich is r estricted to the fvnd8Ll.ental 
mode of bending and includes a erodynamic daJn)ing . 
SYJvlBOLS 
M.T equivalent mass of wing, slugs 
'\'e 
Mf equivalent mass of wL~g-fuselage, slugs 
e 
M 
absolute displacement of equivalent wing, feet 
absolute dis3l1acement of egui valent 'ving-fuselaee , feet 
1·Ting- tip deflection increment, .CeetJ (ov - Of) 
4 
o dmax 
K 
f 
t 
F(t) 
Fl" (t) 
e 
Ff (t) e 
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maximum value of (\1' ~ Of), feet 
deflection of e~uivalent w~ng under conditions corre~ 
sponding to normal static design procedure, feet 
e~uivalent wing damping coefficient, pound- seconds per 
foot 
equivalent ~~ng-fuselage damping coefficient, pound-seconds 
per foot 
damping coefficient of entire airpl~e, pound-seconds 
per foot , (Awe + Afe) 
e~uivalent spr i ng constant based on wing . fre~uency and 
equivalent wing mass, pounds per foot 
wing frequency, cycles per second 
time , s econd s 
forcing func tion on entire ail~lane, pounds 
forcing function on e~uj.valent wing, pounds 
forCi ng function on e~uivalent wing-fuselage, pounds 
accel eration increment normal to chord of wing, g units 
6ny acceleration increment on rigid airplane, g units 
6n rrnax 
w 
u 
maximum value of acceleration increment on rigid 
airplane, g units 
propor tion of total air load assumed to deflect e~uivalent 
wing 
weight of a irplane and of e~uivalent bi plane, pounds 
'",ei ght of e~ui valent .ring, por·-lc1.s 
gust Telocity, f eet per s econd 
average maximum Bust velocity, f eet per s econd 
pitCh-angl e increment, degrees 
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V forward velocity, f eet per s econd 
D differ ential opeI~tor 
Hl gradient distance of the first gust (fig . 2), chords 
H 2 gl~dient distance of the second gust (fi~ 2) , chords 
5 
distance 'b etween the end of the gradient distance of first 
gust aml the begi.nnlng of the gradient distanc o of 
s econd GUzt (fig . 2), chords 
A - Ana W at b t := 1 
- te -bt 
arbi t r ary l oad-fa ctor inc:-tement t hat the 8,irplane ,. ould 
experi ence if it had no vertical mation 1.,hen tre versing 
the gust , g units 
b := ~ at bt:= 1 or a t the max_mum va-luG of the funct. ion t.e-bt. 
ANALYTICAL METHOD 
Examination of the problem of t.he dynamic response oi' airplanes 
to gusts s,hows that the spe.nw:!. s e iistr bution of the imp'osel loads 
varies over wide l imits ( ref erence 5) and that the struc~ure itself 
may react in a m bor of combinations of modes . Rather than attempt 
to solve t._e Emo:ra cc.se , consideration was ~,ivel1. to a method for 
determining the oriGin of ' the principal stresses m.th the intention 
of reducing the l'roblem to one of reasonab le dimensions . Aa a 
r esult , tni s paper is concerned "ri th the analysi s of the f'u.'1damenta l 
mode of bend.ing of the wing under- s;y1IJIIletrical l oads which are 
as sumed to be k..!lC";.m . 
Devel opment of Method 
Eriefly, the pr esent method f ollows the steps given in 
references 2 and 3 in that the airplane is replac ed "by a Simple 
e qui va l ent aerodYn<lDi c and e~astic syst ~ " Tr.e baSic fo!'IDS of 
forcing function to be used f or the res~onse of an airplane t.o 
lmolim Ringl e gusts, however, have been selected from t.he r esults 
of gust.-tunne l tests such as t.hose descrlbed in r eference 6. 
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nipl ane as equiva~t airplane.- The problem of determining 
the stress caused by dynamic response is simplified by the previous 
assumption that the fundamental mode of vibration of the wing is 
the most Significant. As a result, the deflection of the wing tip 
with respect to the fuselage may be taken as a direct measure of 
the stress in the w:i.ng. The equivalent system, then, is represented 
as a biplane (fig . 1) that has the motions of the rigid upper wing 
and the rigid lower wing-fuselage combination adjusted to have the 
same motions as the wing tip and fuselage of the airplane under 
investigation . The equivalent biplane system must include the 
proper distribution of aerodynamic as 'twll as inertia and elastic 
forces or force coefficient s. The problem is then :resolved lnto 
one ~f obtaining the proper constants to be used as coefficients 
in simultaneous linear differential equations which represent the 
eqUivalent biplane. These equations follow : 
(1) 
Ff (t) e (2) 
These equati<me are solved for the strAss in the yTing 8.S represented 
by the wing d.eflection (Ow - Of) and for the load parameters 
represented by the 1'uselage and wing-Up acceleration increments . 
The details of the solution and the procedure for determination of 
the coefficients are given in the appendix. 
Since the normal gust-load design procedure assumes that the 
lead is applied statically and that the normal acceleration is 
constant along the span of the airplane, the dynamic wing deflection 
must be c~mpared with the static wing deflection under the action of 
the acceleration of the "rigid" airplane . In order that the comparison 
be valid, the rigid-airplane acceleration 6nr is determined as 
the response of the equivalent biplane to the sum of the forcing 
functions Fw (t) and Ff (t) when the springs are r eplaced by 
e e 
d 
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rigid rod.s . The static deflection Qst is then calculated from 
the simpl e formula 
which, in accordance with normal design proced.ure, considers no 
aerodynamic damping of t he static wing defl ection . Tho stress 
computed by the s t atic- l oacl met hod is t herf' fore mul t iplied by the 
rat io odmax/6st . 
7 
Of fur t her interest is the fact that, since equat ions 1 and 2 
are linear, rat ios of the rnaximUlll flexible -~·ring accel eration 
increments to the corresponding maximum rigid-airFlane acceleration 
increments are independent of the magnitude of the l oad and. may be 
appli ed directly as multiplying fac t ors to those accelE.'ration 
increments computed in the determination of the gust load . 
Required condit i ons .- In arriving at the characteristic values 
of the coefficients for the equiva.l ent bipla.Tl.e , the follmrins 
conditi ons should be sati sfied: 
(1) The t otal mass of and the total load on t he equi valent 
biplane should be identlcal 'V.ri th those of the original airplane . 
(2) The kinetic ener gy of vi bration of the upper ~n should 
clos ely a.pproximate that of t he original .. Ting beam for an amplitude 
of vibration of t he upper ,ring equal to that of t he tip of the 
original wing . 
(3) The natural frequency should be t he same as t hat far the 
funda.mental mode of the original wing . 
(4) The upper win should deflect under t he equivalent static 
l oad the same aIn01mt that t he wing tip of t he airplane does under 
the corresponding aerodynamic s tatic - l oad distribut ion . 
(5) The damping coefficient of t he upper wing should represent, 
at l east to peak load, the damping of the motion of the wing. 
Discussion of Terms 
~~ivale~t masses and spring constant . - The equivalent masses 
and spring constant a re de~ermined from conditions (1) to ( 3). 
The equivalent mass of the w"ing lJ-w is generally determined 
e 
8 
first and the e~uivalent sprir~ constant K 
from the knov/Il or estimated loring frequency. 
~ng-fuselage mass Mf is then simply the 
e 
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is then c1.et ormined 
The equ::'va l ent 
total mass of the 
airplane M minus Mw' 
e 
For special cases, such as strut-
supported wings and arrangements other than the conventional 
cantilever monoplane, considerable care is required. 
Damping coefficient.- The damping coefficient is actually 
the lift ~6r unit vertical velocity for each wing s ection along 
the span of the airplane and, as such, includes the effect of the 
vertical motion of the airplane a s e, whole, as vrell as that of 
the vibratory velocity caused by the bending action of the ",ring. 
Although the lift or damping forc e arising from t he two motions 
would be subject to t he effects of unsteady flow, an analysi s 
and eome tests, described in the appendix, i ndicat e that an 
acceptable approximat i on t o t he unst eady-lift damp5 ng load is to 
r eprp;sent this loe,d as 75 perc ent of t he steao..y-lif t damping load . 
The proportion of t he total damping coeff i cient assigned t o the 
upper wing of t he equivalent biplane should change e.S the P_. rplane 
t raverses the 'gust because of the change in the r el at ive signifi-
cance of the wing-deflection velocity and the ver tical velocit y of 
t he airplane ae a whole . In a iven calculation, however, t he 
proportion used ie assumed to be det ermined by t he relation 
exist ing between the velocities a t he t.ime of maximum .dng 
deflect ion . Since t his r e lat ion 1s not known prior to t he calcu-
lat ions, an approximate criterion, described in t he appendix, 
v~s determined f or t he division of the t otal damping coeffic ient A 
into AWe and Afe. 
Forcing functions .- The forCing func t ion is conDidered to be 
t he time hist or.f of the air l oacls applied to the rigi d a i rplane 
minus the damping load due t o vertica l motion . The omission of 
the damping loa d due to vertical mot ion from the total air loads 
is necessary because it is included in the dampi ng terms of 
equations (1) and (2), v!hich provicl e f9r approximat ion of both the 
vertical motion and vibratory dampi ng . With t his omission in mind, 
t he forcing function may be determined by any of several available 
methods . One met hod used by Kussner (ref er ence 1) is to set up the 
basic equat ions in t erms of gust velocity and its spanwise distri-
bution and to include the se equa tions direct ly as the forCing 
functions in equations (1) and (2). A second method would be to 
solve a Bet of equations such as given in r ef erence 7, I.hich 
describe the reaction of a rigid airplane to a BY_st and,from the 
resulting time history of acceleration, to det ermine a curve 
repr es enting t he forcing functi on F( t ). In order to permit this 
second form of t he forcing function to be used readily, a solution 
d 
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is made of equat:i.ons (J.) and (2) "lith a unit-funct ion tYl1e "r 
forcing function (refeT'3nce 8) fof.' a (l8si red reaction such 8,8 
wing deflection. The resu.lts are t hen combine0_ through the uae 
of Duhamel's integral which may be solved graphically through 
use of the method Biven tn refp,rence 9 . 
9 
Since for t hese calculat.ions the shape of t he curve ropre-
s entj ng t he forc).ng f lUlC t j on is the principal charact.erist:l.c nnd 
since t he unsteady-lift eff ects and the €!ffects caused by stability 
r eactions are of doubtful accuracy insofar as their pr edictj 01.),9 
are concernecl, it s eemed de l~irab] e to make some al?:(J roxiUlation of 
the forcing function t o obviate i t s calculation for e8ch alrpln11ie. 
This approximation vIA.S accompliAhed t hrough the analysis. (If 
acc el erometer r ecords from. the teats of rigid-·airplane modela 
traversing known gusts f the t ;Y'Pe shown in fi gure 2 (8). The . 
procedur e followed waR to compute t he time h:is"Lory of t he verUcal 
veloci ty during the traverse , of t1e sus t , t o detemln<' t he damptne 
force c].ue to thjs ver t ical velocit y, an to add. the accel er a t ion 
increment due to this dampin/!. force to the ne t accel eratinn incre -
ment from pllssaf e t hroueh t he gust . For represent ative gust 
shapes. from a shery-Ad,,!e g 1S t t o one rising to maximum v loci ty 
in 20 cho:rds, the resulting time histori.es of t he fo :ccing functions 
were dptermined and i t was found that, for practical p rpos6s, all 
.bt 
curves could be represented by 8 function of the t ype Ate 
Wh en unconventional desi{SI1s are conSidered, hm'Tever, i t a.ppear~ 
that the second method mentioned or tests of the model in the 
gust tunnel should be used to Letel~ine the forcing-functi~n t ype. 
The specific sha~e of the curve repres enting the forei~g 
function Ate-bt for a given calculation is determined from au 
approximate relationship between the chordvi se velocity dist.ri-
bution of the chosen gust and the r enction of the given airplane 
to the forCing function . The tes t s on rie,id-alrpl ane mod els also 
showed that the maximum value of acceleration increment oecura 
approxlmately at the time that the mod.el reaches t he end of tbe 
gust gradient. diatan~fl HI ' As a result , the choice of the 
1 -bt va ue b in the forcin function Ate to make this forcing 
function r epresent a given gust gradient distance is merely one 
of making the time !Jistory of t he ri gid·-airplane acceleration 
increment 6nr reach its maximum value at the same time that the 
airplane reaches the end of the gust gradient diatance HI' A 
general procedure for the sel ection of va.lues of b to represent 
given gusts is outlined in the a~pendix. 
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The forcing function Fy.,r (t) is ascertained. by det ermining 
e 
the equivalent static load on t he up})er wing of the equivalent 
biplane which would yield the same deflect:ton of the upper wing 
as the total distributed static a1r load yields fOl' the original 
wlng tip. The forcing funcUon Ff'e(t) is then merely the dif-
ference between F(t) and Fw (t) • 
e 
EXPER~~NTAL I~rvESTIGATION 
In order to obtain information on the reliability of dynamic 
responee calculations of the type consid.ared herein and the dif-
ficulties to be expected in any actual application, tests were 
made in the gust tunnel of a simple model equipped w:l.th semirj.gjd 
'Hinge. These tests were conducted for three conditions of win 
stiffness and for three gust-gradlent distances to det8i."D1ine the 
fuselage acceleration and the corresponding wing-tip deflection 
incremonts. 
Apparatus 
The model used for he tests is shown in figure 3. Pertinent 
characteristics of the model are gi.ven in tab l e I nd in fi 1'0 4. 
The vin panels "'ere rlgid and connected to t he cabane by flexure 
plates to permit freedom of motion in "bending" while offering a 
maximum stiffness in torsion . Struts connecte,l by uni versa. l joints 
to the wing (fj IS . 5) "rere supported on the inboard end by can ti -
levAr spr ng3 v~ich could easily be chan _ed to modify the natural 
wjng freqllency. The rigid-wing condition was obtained by attaching 
the s~ruts directly to the f uselege. 
The model carried a miniature accelerometer and lights at the 
nosl3 and tElil and other light s were located at the wing-st rut 
con..'1ections to impress recQrds of the '-Ting-tip deflection on the 
accelerometer film through a lens mirror system as indtcated in 
figure 6. A sampl e accelerometer r ecord is Sh01ill in fisure 7 where 
the t ime histories of wing-tip deflect jon a r e labeled A and t he 
acceleration time hi~tory is lab .l ed B. Thp distance C betveen 
the time h;i.stories results from the fact t.hat the tMO rerorct Hght 
beams strike the film 900 apart on t he drum. 
The gust tunnel and associated equipment have been described 
in detail in reference 6. The r. ust types pertinent to the presf'nt 
paper are shown, together with test results subsequently described, 
in figures 8 to 10. 
J 
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Teate 
Test s consist ed of a min imtUll of 10 f lights for ea ch of the 
win g- f requency values , 13 .5, 26 .1, and i nfinite cycles pe r second, 
and re l a ted apr'.ng constcnt s and for each of thr e e gus t types . The 
t e s t s ...-er e :made f or one forward. ve locit y , gus t vel ocity, and air-
plE'.ne wei.ght s o that t he onl y v8,riables were gust tYI' e and wing 
frequency . :F'or ea ch flight ; f the mode l thr ough the gust , measure-
ments w·ere made of the f on'd.rd ve l ocJty, gur:.:t veloc ity , normal 
f'l.se l age a.cce l e r a t ion, ",in -tip deflect ~. on} and the pitch ing 
moti on . 
Pr e cisi on 
The measured uant i tie~ are estimated to be a ccurat e wi t hin 
the fo l l oui ng E mits for any f i .::r"lt : 
Normal f Ise lage acce l er at i on increm:mt, 
Wing- t ip de:2Iect j on, j nches .. . 
For war d veloci t y , f e et. :per s econd 
Gust ve l oci t y , f eet p('r second 
Pitch-angl e i ncrement , de gr ees 
g unjts -.to.05 
to .Ol 
±1.0 
-to. l 
to,2 
Ir .. a dd:l ti on to errors in t he r ecorded quanti t i es r osult ing from 
ins trument ch ::" C1.c t e r istlcs [md limi t Ations on readin ::> accurac ., 
anothe r error whi ch i8 diff~ c u lt -1:--0 evalua~e 8 tha t of t he unj -
formity of tr..e £Us i; snape both l a ter a l l ;; and lons i t '...l.dina lly . The 
l on g t. dina l VAr i ation ( i n t he di l'ec t; i on of fl:i ght. ) of t,he gust 
ahtl pes s~.o"m i n f gu!' -S 8 to 10 TOulcl tend t o mod -l f y the srape of 
curve r epre 8en+,inr t~e fo r cing f -mc t i on from that a s sumed fo r a 
lir:ear 81' dient . Wi Lh s l1 ch va r ietions exist ing i n the C:irect :':' on of 
fl ' ght s ::'mil a r Ya :d a sions m~. ~ht exis+, a cr os s t he span of t hE' model. 
I nsrect i on of mer e r e cent survey s t aken 1 foo~ on either s ide of t he 
c ente r 11 e indi cat e t ha t , at point s i n the gust , su ch variattons 
c ou ld b e of t h '3 order of 1'2 T' er c ent of t h e center va Jue . 
Res ll ts 
The l aunchin /3 is int ended to s et t he modol i n a s teady st-raJ ght 
s lid.e at constant sPr) ,d "d t ho'l t p :.:. t ch , r oll, or ye;T,ol . I n actua l 
tes ts t he f ulf. lL~ent of t h es 3 i dea l c nditions is a lmost i mpossi ble 
and. theref Ol'e, a l l f l i r ht s i n whi ch p i t ch, r ol l , or yLW \oTe-rc excessive 
prior t o ent ry j nt o t he gust mv.s t be d isrega r ded . The records f rom 
each sat isfa ct ory fE Cht were eva l ua +'ed to ob";;ain t ime histor ies 
of acce l eration inc.rernent , wi.ng- t ip defle c·r,i on i ncrement. , and p i t ch 
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increment during the ent-ire t-reyerse of the gust a.nd to obtain the 
forward speed and gust re10city for the flight . Sample time his-
tories of the a.ccol eJ:'atl on increment, and t he vTing- ttp d6f1ection 
increment. are shown in figures 8 end 9 for the two i·Ting frequencies 
used, 13 .5 and 26.1 cycle s per s e cond, respective~y, and t he t i me 
histori es of a cce l eration :tncrement are shown in fi gu re 10 for 
the rjgicl-w:ing condHion . The r f}su l t. s are plotted against the 
distance penetrated into the gus t in chords and have b een corrected 
t o a forwa.rd speed. of' 61 f eet pel~ s econd and a gust velocity 
of 6 feet ,er second on the aS0umrtion t hat the acceleration 
increment and "'ing-tip defle ct ion increment a re directly propor-
tiona l to forwa.rd speed and ~18t veIocl ty :for small variations in 
t he s e quant:i.t i e s. Results fo~ t 10 flights under simila r con-
di t ions are shown as a samp l e of he d~ta obtained for each 
conditlon of wing stiffness and gus t shap e . 
In orier t.o pr ovide a mea OUTC of the pi tchj.ng response of t he 
airplane model, data £ore prr sen tf3d giving the pitch-increment 
r atio l'lel3J..:.J.. at the .ins ta.n t of maximum acceleration increment . UTv 
Analysis of pas t sust-tnnnel tests has shown that t his ratio i s 
approxiIiJ.c.te ly equal to the fra cti on by whlch the measured 
acceleration increment uiffers from that predicte d. by t he analys i s 
of r eference 10 , ",hich as sume s th t t he airplane d.oes not pitch 
.,hile travel'sing a guet . Average vaJues of l:lj{?;~03 for each test 
condi tion are shOlm ~.n :'igure 11 a s a func t ion of the distancE' to 
peak a cce leration increment t o ind.icato t!1e dependence of t he ratio 
on gust Gr adient dist.a.n ce , Also shown :i s the sCRtte l' band of dat a 
for fOUT mOl1els ( six cond:tt ons of weight and. speed) f rom the t e sts 
of which the f orc'ng func tion Ate -bt was derived. 
Fi gure 12 shows the rru:.ximum values 0:' acceleration and 
wing- tip deflection i ncremento f or each wing frequency, f or 11.11 
reco-rQs I'eaQ, as th"3 'tiring- tip a ef] ect. ion p er lmi t acceleration 
plotted again9t the gradient di s tenc6 . The right and left 1vi ng 
r osults have been given se:rarat ely to show the d.egree of synunetry 
of the "'in -tip def l ections. 
CALCULATIONS 
In t he prec ding s ections of thj s r epor t, a met.hoo. was outlined 
f I' cal culat i ng the d.ynamic response of airpl£.ne "rings under t ho 
action 'of a.rbitrary gusts an' some simple tests of a. model in the 
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gust tunne l were described . The remaining problems are to determine 
whether, consiclerlng the experimental data, the method yields 
results of reasonable accuracy and, finally, to investigate in a 
general ,'ay some of the Significant factors which determine the 
degree of dynamic response of airplane inngS in turbulent air. 
The first problem - that of checking the accuracy of the 
method against experimental data - may be solved simply by checking 
the data obtained for the airFlane model against calculations 
based on the conditions for which the tests were made. Data for 
the solu.tion of the second problem, however, requires calculations 
for representative airplanes for which dynamic response might be 
of some concern . The alrplanes selected for these calculations 
were those for which some information as to structure and mass 
distribution was available . 
Briefly, the calculations were mado to indicate the effects 
of airp l ane weight , weight distribution, gust size, airplane speed, 
and wing stiffness and to investigate the possibility of further 
simplification in the method of calculation . 
Calculations for Comparison with Experimental Results 
In the dynamic-stress calculations for the test model the 
prlncipal differences from the method set forth in this paper for 
the normal cantilever-inng airplane arise from the fact that the 
wings of the model deflect about the hinge as rigid bodies. As a 
result , parameters affecting angular-frequency reactions pre-
dominate . In other words, the actual spring constant of the model 
is in units of torque per degr.ee of deflection and the reactions 
of the "Ting also depend on the moment of inertia of the wing panels 
about the hinge point . The moment of inertia of the wing panels, 
therefore, was determined e:"'1 erimentally and the eq1J.i valent ,nng 
mass for the calculations 'Was that mass which, if placed a.t the 
model wing tip, would have the same moment of inertia about the 
hinge points as the wing panels. Since the 'nng frequencies for 
the two model conditions i.ere known, the equivalent linear spring 
constants were then determined. 
Further differences from the normal cantilever-wing case arise 
when consideration is given to the division of the air and damping 
loads applied to the model into the corresponding loads for the 
equivalent biplane . The division of the damping coefficient in 
the sharp-edge gust and in the gust with lO-choTd gradient distance 
can be shown to be approximately 0.50 and 0.50 for the equivalent 
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wing and wing-fusel age, respectively, whereas for gradient distances 
great.er than 10 chords the divisi.on apPl'oxiIJ1B.tes t.hat for the air 
108.d., namely, 0 . 37 and. 0 .63 for the wing and. wing.·fusela.ge . 
The equjvalent constants, together with the values s11ch a s 
test forward ve locity and the gradient cistances of the test 
(usts, are included. in table I. The actual gust profiles U/Umax plotted against ho~izontal d.istance from ed.ge of gust. av 
turmel) are given in fisures 8 to 10. In the case of the sharp-
edge gust , the value of b, chosen for the forcing flIDction Ate -bt, 
was determined from the average of values of the time required to 
obtain peak acceleration of the model in the r igid-vrl.ng cond.i tion 
on entering this type of gust anQ corresponds to 4.6 chords of 
travel into the gust since, in this problem, the l ag in d.evelopment 
of lift of a wing entering 8uch a gust has the eff ect of a gust 
with short gradient distance . 
Calculations for the model with an arbitrary impressed load 
corresponding to a t..illa of 2g 'Fere then made to determine time 
histories of 'nng-tip ar-celeration increment , fus elage acce l eration 
increment , and wing- ip def lection increment for the' conditions 
given in table I. The ohapes of the calculated time-history curves 
of fus elage acceleraM on inC' ."ement were compared with the experi-
mental curves for each fli ~J~t 'by adtlustin~ the maxirrrum calcula.ted 
value to agree with the ma.ximum experimental value . By usjng as 
the aO.justing factor the ratio of maximum calculated to exper i -
mental values of fusel a Ge accel eration increment for each flight , 
the calculat ed time histories of ,.dng-Up deflection increment 
were then comp&.red ,ri. th the experj mental t:i.me histories. Sampl e 
comparisons are 8i ven in fi gures 13 to 15. Included in figures 13 
and. 14 is a line representing t he ca lculated value of the static 
deflection 0st for each concH tion shown . The calculated wIng-tip 
defl~ction per g of fuselage acceleration increment for each 
condi tion is compared 'In th the test results in figure 12. 
Additional ca.l cul ations for the t HO flexible condition3 of the 
model were made under the assumption of no vi bratory damp:tng . The 
method used f or these ca lculations was obtained by el iminating the 
damping terms from the l eft -hand sides of equations (1) and (2) and 
by usins nat f orcing functions which included the ctam:!)ing of the 
verti cal motion of the a i rp lane as a whole . The r esults of t hese 
calculations are a lso presented i n figure 12 as the wing~tip 
deflection per g of acceleration increment . 
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---
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Calculations for Effect of Ch811e,e of Certain 
Parameters on Dynamic Response 
'I'he ai:cplaDes chosen for the calcu1at~.ons are designated 
models A, B, C, ane D: model A is a scaled-up version of the test 
1l10del which ma.. be considered to represent a four-engine landplane, 
models Band C are four-engine landplanes, Rnd model D is a large 
blmotored flying boat. Some of the data for models C and D have 
been present ed previously in reference 11 but have been incluci.ed 
herein for purposes of further ane.lysis. 
The changl3s in airplane const ants chosen for consio.eration were 
those resulting f:-:-om the effects of varying the wing stiffness, of 
arbiti"8.rily omitting all vibratory damping and fuselage damping 
alone, ano. of ve.rying the f ' Lght conditions of forvrard velocity and 
weight. The condi ions anti basic constants for the calculations 
are included in tables II and III. 
General conditions.- The chordwise velocity distribuMon of a 
single gust waa-aBSiuroed to be of the type 8ho~m in figure 2(a) • 
In almost all cases the calculations ,"ere made for three gust 
shapeo, 0- , 10-, and about 20-chord gradient distance, although 
fli ght eJCI;erience ha.s shown that, fol' a.ll sizes of modern airplanes, 
the most probable seVer'3 gust has e. gradient d.istance of 10 choro.s. 
In all c~se8 the forcing function representing the gust ",as of the 
f orm Ate-bt • 
Calculations of the effect of repeated gusts were :made for 
distr_but ions of the type sho~m in figure 2 (c) by the method of 
superpos:Ltion indicated in reference 8, pages 42-43) ani illustrated 
in fi gure 2 . The val es of Hl and H2 uere those chosen for the 
calculat;.ons for single gusts anrt the value of R3 was determined 
to produce the greatest ,.;ing-tip deflect ion for the combination of 
gusts . 
The r esults of the caicu."lations for each atrylane are presented 
in the fOl~ of three ratios plotted against the grauient dtstance of 
the ~lSt for which the calculations were made (fig. 16). The 
maximum acceleration increments of the fuselage and of the wing ti~ 
of the airplane in the flexible condition Are given as ratios to 
the corres:pon1ing :maximum acceleration tncrements when the airplane 
1s considered as a rigid body and are called t he fuselage acceleration 
ratio and the wing-Up acce"'::ration ratio. The wing-tip deflection 
ratio or the d0"namic-stress ratio Odmay/Bet is the ratio of the 
maximum dynamic "lng-tip ieflection od
max 
to the static wing-tip 
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defl ection Oat "lhich would be determine u:l<1.er s tatic l oading 
c cmdi tions or as defined previously :'-n equf'.tion (3) , The i nd i vtd.ua l 
calculatjons are outlined. in the fo l lowing sections : 
MOllel A. - Mod.el ,(I" is thR sca.led-up version cf .L.he glwt - tunne l 
mode l~ 'I'he--two condHions for calClllatioT"J. (tables I I and. III ) 
d.iffer in the sa.me way as the two conditions fo!' the gust- tunne l 
model; that i."3 , the mng fi.'equency for conditio~1 1 is a.:p:proxirrate l y 
h If that of cond.:l t"i..on ~ . The results of t.he calculations i n r atio 
form are given in fil-:ure l 6(a) anC'~ l6('b) and a comparj.30n of the 
d;ynam5.c-stress ra t i oA for the two conditions are shown p l otted 
agcinst cr adient distance 1n figure 17 . 
Hoc1.el n. - The calcu] ati,Ol1S for moaRl :s were w.ac'ce priIJlE>.ri ly t o 
investigah the ef f ect of s:lm:pJifyinC the ca1cuhtions by eli.mi -
natin[J, t he fuse.la ,q;e damp:i.ng term from e(luation (2) '7h i 18 keeping 
all other consTants ici.ent,ical. '1'l1e resul ts of the cB.1cu1at:i.ons 
for each concHtion a e t3iven in fi~lre' 16(c) and 16 (a ) end a COID-
:pa1'lson of t.he dynamic- otress ratios for the two conditions i s 
given in fi b~re 13 . 
Mciel C. - Model C is a mo ern, la.r,::;e , and fast l andplane . 
CalcuJ.ations were made fo r a range of gust gradient dist.ances f or 
the airplane flying at 1 ts cr1lising speed of 260 wi l es per hour 
and. the resu.lto in ratio form are given in fi gure l 6 ( e ). Add':' -
tional calcula tj on8 were IlliJ/';) for asswned speed.s of 200 , 300 , 
a:ld 400 Illi.les per hOUl' f or vhe s tandard gust 'vi th gradient distance 
of 10 chords in order t o determine t he offect of f orward ve l ocity 
on tho vn.riou8 ratios . The rat i of:l dcte:"'ITl.ined, toge'cher with those 
for the GUs:' ,.,:l, th gradi3nt distance of 10 chords 8.t ?60 miles :per 
hour , arc shown plotted against forward velocity in figure 19 . 
The calcuJa:c:i ons for tha three gre,dir:mt di8tances at 260 mi l es per 
hour are 1.1.sed subscquent\Y' ~.n obta.ining the r esponse to repeated 
gusts . 
Hodel D . - The calc llations for moiol D were made to sh ow the 
effect orl the ratios of a. chanp,e in VTeip)lt of t he airplane such a s 
to chan ge-: the freqnency of the fundamental morie of vibrat.ion of 
the wing 1:eam. The hro canetitions shmm in tables II and III f or 
this airylane r epr esent the normal gJ.'oss we:i. ght ana. the overload 
gross we 'i.ght . Bote t hat the fO Y"Ile.rd velocities for the two con-
ditions are d.ifferent . The rosults of the calcule.tions are given 
in figtJre 16(f) and, 16 ( g) . A co~arison of the dynamic - stre ss 
ratios for t be two condi i:10 s i.S (ji ven in fi gure 20 . As in the 
caSE) of mode l C, these c8.1cu laJ:J ,ons 1-rero also used for the d8tor-
mination of the r esponse to re~eated gusts. 
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Re~eated gusts.- The basic curves chosen for the extension of 
the ca:lcula tiO~8to determine the rflspor!s8 to t~/TO snccessi ve gusts 
were the time histortes of the r eactions of model C, conrii tioD 1, 
and model D, conditions 1 and 2, (figs . 21 to 23) . Sample time-
his t01Y cu .... ve8 fOl' a r epeated gust, composed. of t.wo equal and 
o..t.poeite gusts of gradient dist':lnce of 10 chords arranged relative 
to one another to give maximum negative wing deflection, are given 
in figures 24 to ?6 . 
Since th~ ini~ere8t i8 primarily in dynamlc st:C8SS rather than 
in accelerations, the calculated. baste curves were superimposed to 
dete:':'TI!ine the ma:dm1.uu overstress from the combine. tion of the 
r6Bctlons to two gusts . The rnax:imum valufls of dynamic-stress ratio 
occ1J.l'red when the r erea t. [;1.1 s t was nega + i ve v,j_ th respect to the 
first gust and the s equence period or diste.nce H3 (sec fig. 2 ) 
had a pronounced effect on t~e result. The maximum value of 6nr 
occurring in the vlhole sequr.-.. ce ,vas used to determine the static 
w:lng-tir deflection . 'rab l o iV presents selected cases whjch were 
the most serious of a number of combinations examined. In this 
ta.ble , the result8 refer to repeat ",uats hav1ng the same velocities 
as the ini t ial gllets . 
DISCUSSION 
Experiment al Results u. d Associated Calc1.l.1ations 
Exuerimental results .- It was intentied t o determine the 
dynamic~8tr'ess ratios O<imax/ost directly fro:n the test results of 
the two flexible and one r:5.gid condHion of the model. Examination 
of the test c.ata 8nm.,ed, however, that the scatter of the data 
wi thin an jndlvidual test coned tion preclud'3d such a procec.ure. 
As a reoul , the relat ve InB.gni tudes of the wing-tj.p deflection in 
the flexible condit::"orJ. i·'e e used for compariAon with calculations 
and theBe magnitudes were c.etermined. as the ratio f the mazim'..Ull 
wing-tip 1eflection to the maximum fuselage acceleration fo~ a 
gi ven flight of the mod.el. 
As previously pointed. out , the experimental data ,,-ere corrected 
f or variation in forVlard ve l ocity and /!Ust velocit;;r and., th~refore , 
the results for a given gust shape and model condition theoret:!..cally 
should be equal. Exe.m..ina tion of f1£Ures 8 flr.d 9 ShOlVS, hOWGVel', 
that thts equality does nl)t Axist and that the sC8.tter, say, in the 
l eft wing- tip deflections ma' be as g:".'eat 8.S 17 p'3rcent in even these 
s e lected cases . In Bd(.~.i tiOl" the maximum values of acceleration 
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increIl1ent for t.he ri gid contli tion, from which the static wing-tip 
deflection 0st .. auld 'be c.etermined, had large scatter. Since the 
overstress or unrierstress in these case s woulcl pro'o8bly not exceed 
20 percent, the experimental (lata is not sufficiently consistent 
to predict the dynanctc-stress ratios 0dmax/Ost. 
Although the ex~erimental data as a whole does not appear to 
be snff'ciont1y aCCllrate to be used 8S a check of the pren.iction 
of the dyn mic-s~rees and acceleration ratios by the analytlcal 
method, the data in t he form given in figure 12 ap:gears to be 
suffIciently consj s ten t to check the o'Y'der of me.gn:ttude of the 
pred.icted wing .. ti}: deflection. Thio e~:pe:: .. imi3ntal data in figure 12 
is presented as the l 'atio of 1l1D.XiIDum wing-tip deflection to maximum 
mflasll.l'ed accelerati on incr8ment as a functj.on of the gradient 
d stance of the imposed ~~st. The data for the right wing a?peared 
to be less accurate than that for the left ~lng, probably because 
of local buckljng of the right-w;.r,B hinge. The test data for the 
left ,..-ing then appears to be sufficienJ..;ly consistent for use as a 
check of the order of :muenitucle of the predicted wing clef1ections. 
Comparison of ca1culs t.0d results with experimental rC9ulte. -
The calculated r 8sultSfo.c thetest-mod61, r epr e'sented by solid 
lines, are compared ,'i th the experimental results in figure 12 . 
The cemparison indicates that, for the con8iste~1t experimental 
data for the l eft wing, 8YlJeriment and calculation a.re in good 
a gre ,ment as to the magnitude of the deflections. 
Althoueh fi gu r e 12 shows that the results for -the left ,.,ing 
in the model ccndi tion of f:: 26.1 c:rc1os per second for the 
longest gradient distance differ by about 15 percent, +·hls appare;nt 
disa greement i.s minimized by consld.e::caMon of thEJ prectsion of 
m'3asnrement o~ t'le experimental data. Examination of fi gure 14(c) 
shows that tho reco .... ded -wing··tip deflection ~18..8 only of the ord.er 
of 0 .07 inctes. Since the preci8ion of measurement is ±O.Ol inch, 
the agreement bet -een calc1.llated and e~:::perimontal results for this 
teet condition IDa be within 5 percent . In gen0ral, the average 
of the exper'imental data for the J eft ,dng, ~li th optiIlI1JlJJ. intAr-
pretation of the preci3ion, is l ess than 5 percent from the 
calculated values . 
Examination of t he time histories on fis~res l3 (a) and l4(a) 
shows that the actual oscillations of tbe ;.ring, su-osequent. to pRa.k 
w:l.ng-tin d'3flecti.on, 8'Y'e not checked by the calculated re ults. 
This difference ':8 caused by the r.ecessity of choo8in~ a. constant 
division of dampin e; coefflci ent jn t,he equivalent system to re::?re -
sent a given gust condition. The method of application and the 
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amount of vibratory damping, however, appears satisfactory when 
compared in fi gure 12 with the results obtained when all vibratory 
damping j 8 ami ttecl from the calc1l1ations. 
The results of the comparison of experimental and calculated 
data for the flexible wing model then indicate that the method of 
calculation is adequate for prediction of the ratio of maximnn 
dynam:1.c vine -tip deflections to maxj_Illum fus elage acceleration on 
encounterinG certain singl gHst shapes. 
I,imi tations of Calcule.tions 
Limttations shovm by model ~ests.- The applicability of the 
forcing f~nction Ate-bt is best shom) by the comparisons of the 
calculated. and oX'P crimental time histories of acc el eration incre-
ment for th~ mOQel in the rigid condition (fig . 17). Since the 
comparisons shown wer e made by adjusting the ca lculated curves so 
that t he maximum values of accel eration increm8nt a greed with t he 
experimental results, any d1scnss:lon must be based on the shapes 
of the curves a lone . I t is thoug..."1t that the greatest part of the 
discrepancies between the curves in fi gure 15 may be ascribed to 
thp effects of pitching motion . 'llhe form of the forcing fnnc t lon 
for each gust gradient 18 i tended to include the amount of 
pitching motion indicated ~J the band of data of ca&~~ .1 shown in 
figure 11. The ratios for the rigid-wing condition of the 
model do not all fall within this band of data . The direction in 
which these rat5_os differ wouln. tend to explai_n the difference 
'oet'veen i~:te experimental ane ca lculated cu:~ves of figure 15 J except 
for the long gradient-distance case (fig . 15(c)) whare the exper:t -
mental a d calculp.ted c'u'ves ppear to agre e perfect.J y J although 
th DB/57.] ti f h" f th d e --"'- r a 0 or t 10 ca se l8 t he f urthe s t rom at expecte U , V 
(fi g . 11) . If, however, the experimenta.l values of acceleration 
increment s "mre raised t o consid.er the pitch correct ion and the 
calculated values were increased in proportion to the new maxlmum 
acceleration ncrem'3nt, the tvo curves vTOuld again closely coincide . 
It would appear t hen that the f orcing function in the form 
of Ate -bt is adequate for calcu]at ion purposes; however, CB.re 
should be exercised in its application to be sure that in a gust 
the stability of t he airplane intended for calculation apl>roxiIl1htes 
that indicated by the 'band. of d.at.a In figure 11. If not, recourse 
should. be made to alterI~ative methods of calculation ment ioned 
previously . 
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1 60/57 .~ The comparison in figu:;.~e 1 of the u; V .. rati.os for the 
flexible co:rditions of t.he test model "ith t1.ose for the rigid 
conditions indicat es thc.t the assumption of' the sa.me p:!.tching 
stability for both rieid and. flex ble condjtions is in erX'or. It 
e.ppears therefore that an investifatj on should. be made to deter·· 
mine the l.mportance of the effect of wing flexi bi1i t y on the 
etabili ty of an a: rpJane in a gu8t . 
Whereas the effoct of a. constant division of d8J11'p1ng coeffi-
cient appe'l.l'S t o be negligible wilen the present I'lethod 1s ueed 
to p~edict the ma:;:imum responses to singl e gusts, the obvious 
overdampin3 of the vibrat0ry YTin~ motion flUbs0quent to maximum 
wing-tip deflect.l.on might '.-:el1 l ead to an er-..:-or, if the results 
for single gusts VeTE' sHperimposcd in order to obtain results for a 
successicn of 6usts . Ccnsidel's.ble care should. be exercised, thF.lre -
fore, when interpreting results for repeat gusts tnat are deter-
mined from single -gust results 1)ased on the cal culation method of 
this paper . 
In general, the linitations of th method of calculation 
broug11t out by comparison \vi th results of model tests are thought 
notto affect seriou9ly the results calculated for the responDe to 
Bingle gusts . A certain amo1lTIt of dispersion from the pitching 
stability aBsumell by t" le fc .... cjng fu...'1ction Ate-"bt (10e8 not appear 
to affect seriously the results when presented in ratio form. It 
is appa:;.'ent that , ylhen the results for single gusts are super -
imposed to obtain results for successive @lsts , the calculations 
for the sinGle gusts must be made with grea.ter attention to factors 
such as the Sh[J.P0 of the forcing funct.i.on Bnel the effect of the 
assumption of a constant division of damping load. 
Other limitatj ons. - Other I; Dlitat~. ons of the method of calcu-
lation are ep:pcire~tjn the B.sE1'..lID]!tions that only t~e fU1Tia:!ll3ntal 
mode of vring bendin~ is exei t ed. Lnd tha.t the gust is uniform along 
the span of the a.irplane . W1len t he e c-cval spenwJ ge distrjbutions 
of gnat veloc ty sh0wn in reference 5 are considE:red, it is apparent 
that the response in modes ot:her t han the funo.amental mode of 
bonding and the effect of roll and yaw of the a irplan e should be 
investigated . 
AlthouBh, for further sin;:plificat::'on, wing to:csJon W8.8 
neglected :tn the present lUlal;y sis , twisting of t be vrine under 
dynamic condi tiona i.n com"bin.<iti::m with ,.ring bendin~ may r cadD .. y 
have an adverse effect on tho loe.d.s for whtch an airplane must. be 
designed . 
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The method of ana l ys i s pr esented in thi s paper should either 
'be extended or rer1aC'ed 'by another method 80 that wing torsion , 
other mod.es of 'bending, ano. the effects of unsY:"lillletrica.l gusts 
are cons1.dered . 
Results Calculated for Effect of Ch ng6 of 
Certain Parameters 
Gene!'al 1:'esults .- The results of the calculations given in 
f igure Ibfora.-lf-the airpla!1es chosen shmv that the dynamic.·stress 
r atio h1 all cases Inc.!.~eases from an understress for I'\. gust of long 
gradien~ distance to mooervte or hirfl QVerstres3 for a gust of 
short gradient distar"cB, The geneTti.1 shape of the CUi~ves seems to 
indicate that even highc"r ovel'stress would occur in sha.rper BUsts 
than those gu.'3ts 8xf'.lllined . The lag in the de,e10pm<:nt of lift in 
the gusts of sho:::-t gradient J.is -:~ance woul d pr6cluo.e , however, such a 
result, since ev en fcr an Jnfjnitely shar,,! gnst, the forcins function 
,voula be similar to that fc.'r 8 gust with a gradient d otance of about 
4 choris . Note t.hat , although the dynamic - stress l~atios appear to 
approach ZBl'O as thE? gradi8nt di.stance of the gust increases, thi s 
condo tion i.8 not the actual case b'lt results frOrl the fact that , 
w'hen tho calculat ions ' W I'. T L1e, account '·,'8.8 not taken, in the 
division of the dem,1-l jng c001 fjcient, of the changing relative 
significance of t he vibrat.ion anC1. of the over-all vertieal velocl t i es 
of the v'lnrs . If the correct division had been made for t he gusts 
with a s radient distance of 20 chords, t.he dynamic-stress ratio 
would tend to approach 1 .0 f r most of the cases show~ in figure 16 . 
The resu_ts of he caJ cuJatj ons Sh01-ffi in f:i-8u'~e 16 for mode l s A, 
C, and D !Jho"W that , at the design gu.st of gradient distance of 
10 chords, ,\~hich is assumed for most conventional airplanes, the 
dynamic· stress re.tio vill-ies from a'bout 8-percent underatress. to 
abou' l~-percent overs t ress . Although at this tiille a designer 
caI1..Ilot t ak0 advantaGe of small attount of under8tre as, whon over-
str ss is iniicat ed by the calculations , it is thought that this 
indication should be considerGd in the design of the airplane. 
Althongh, for the ai planes conSidered, the fuselage accelerati on 
r a.tio does not appear ~,:. o var:,r much from n vaJue of 1 , the wing-tip 
acceleration ratio at 10 ChOl'd.s is as hiBh as 2.7 jn one case and 
greater thCln 1. 6 i!l moat of the cases . This variation ind.icates 
that the wing-tip acceleration retia sho1l.1d be 8xaruined. ',Then con-
centrat ed masses O .C viing componl'mts near the wing tip are considered 
in a design . 
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Effect of a chan ~e of win frequency caused. by a change in ,dng 
stiffTi9SS::'rhe calculations made for tne gust-tunnel tests di scussed 
previously show the effect on the dynamic-stress ratios of a change 
of stiffness of a wing such as to halve apPl'oxirr.ately the frequency 
of vibration of the wing . Examination of figure 17, which gives a 
compa.rison of the dynamic-stress ratios for the two conditions, 
shows that at present 1 oth~~.3 can be concluded. from the results 
because , although the rativ for the higher ,·ring- frequency case i s 
the higher in the shortest gradient gust , the ratio becomes l ower 
than the lc,,,-frequency case as the gradient increases . At the 
critical gra~ient distance of 10 chorda , the high-frequency case 
8hm.]s, however, a reduction in dyne,mic - stress ratio of 14 per cent 
below the low-frequency cese. Further anal / sis of this particular 
question 1s theref ore n eeded before the conclusion can be reached 
that a recluct ion of win frequency in this manner tend.s to increase 
the dynamic - stress ratio at t he cr1 tical gradient ctistance . 
Effect of Bimplific~tion by omitting parts of t he da.mning .-
The comparison of the d.YnEnnic - stress ratios for the -two calcu-
lation conditions for model B (fi ~ . 18) and the effect (fig . 12) 
of eliminating vibratory d8mJ.~ ing from the ca lculations serve t o 
illustrate that simplification of the method by omitti ng parts of 
the damping does not appeer f easible. 
Effect of a change in f on"l?rd velocity of an a:i.rpl.l3ne .- The 
r esul ts given in ffgure-19 illustrate-1he change Drougnt about in 
the three ratios by increas ing t he f on.rare!. velocity of mode l C 
fron 200 to 400 illiles per hour . The increase of ve locity together 
wi th the correspo~din3 increase in the rate of application of the 
gust l oad vould appear to result in an incre8.se in the dynamic-
s tress ratio . Figure 19, ho",ever, shows tbat the ratio (ioes not 
va-:-y ID'lCh as the speed increases and this lack of variation is 
t:lOught to ·oe caused partly by the fact ttat the aerodsnamic 
damping i ncreases directly as the speed and tends t o offset the 
expec t ed increase in dyna~i~. stress . 'imile the result s for the 
fus elage acceleration rati ' sb.o T a similar trend, the .ring- tip 
acceleration ratio increases from about 1.8 to 2.5 a s the speed 
is doubled, which fur ther emphasizes the recorr.mendation that t he 
'''ing-tip acce l eration ratio be considered ,,,:hen concentrated masses 
or ,,,ing components near the wing tip are considered. in a design . 
Effect of a cha.nge of wing frequency cau sed by a chan~e in 
fli p,ht -we'Ignt cona.i tion:-:r:rho calc~1s.·c·ion3 for mod.elDWe·re made 
to show the eff ect on -the dynemic - stress rattos of a change in 
flin'lt condition from normal gross weirht to overl oad gross weight . 
Table II shoi-18 tha t the forward veloei ty is different in the tIm 
cas es , but consideration of the for egoing diseussiun may justify 
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the assumption that t his factor 1s negligible. The re8'.11 ts are 
given in fi gure 20, ""j th d n8.mtc - stress ratio plotteel as a funct ion 
of the gl'cdient dlr tance of the gust . A r educt on in wing fre uency 
brought about by the addition of mass is S~OWL1 to resul t in an 
increase i n the dynSlJlic-stres8 ratio . Further ana.l ysis and calcu-
lations appear to be needed, but a tentati ve concj_us~.on is rr.ade 
that for a conventional a i rp l ane a reduction in ,ring frequency 
caused by the aodition of mass resul+-s in an increase in the 
dynamic-stress ratio. 
Effect of l'e-peateo uC" - on t he oynemic - s+-r es8 ratios. - The 
results of calculaM0llSf'c-1. r.:.odf: ls C and D "I7ere pj:esented previously 
in reference 11, and t he values of table IV are t EA-ken fTom table II 
of t.hat. papeY' and Rhow the mo s+-, 8f'rious va lues of overstress for 
two gusts from a. c mb:nation of the calculaticms for a single gust . 
Table IV shO\~s that no dcfini t~ c orreJation exists between the effect 
of gracii l3nt distance of the f'lret end second_ gusts and the distance 
b etween them H3 . T'1is 1 ck of correlation resul~~ s from the inf luence of certain oth01' factors, such as the r elation betvreen 
the time to reak ac celcrFl.t i on I'I.nc.1 th'3 peri od of wing vi-oratj on, 
"I ~hich ccmrlicato the rro"b lem "\-Then the r eactions to on e gust are 
s u}? erposecl on the reactions to a.nother gust . 
Exami nation of th val ues i n tab le IV Sh01vS t hat substantial 
overs tress exists fer all the comb nations of gustfl presented and 
that t:te addition of a. shor t gradient gm;t llrod:uces "he larl3es+, 
value of overstress . As indicated previously, h01-TeVer, t he gust 
velocity measured by an ai r pJa:i16 tends to de cT8ase f rom a maximum 
for a gr·3.dient distance of 10 chords DS -he grao.ient distance is 
decreasei As a result, the values of dyna~c stress to b e con~ 
s idereQ are those (indicated by the footncte in table Tv) that 
represent the comb~_na.tion of the r eact i ons to gusts having a 
gradient diDtance of 10 chords . Before I'I.n estimat6 cnn be made 
as t o whethel' the over stresa shown f or the airplanes in qV8stlon 
is sericus, it is n ecessary to cons ider t he conditions upon which 
the values in table IV were calculated and t he effece of the 
intenSity and s ize of gusts and their spatial dist ribution in the 
atmospher e . 
The results s own in -, J.b l e IV were based si~ly on th'3 premise 
that the quantity of interest Wf'S ~ he ratio of maxiIllUIll stress 
obtainrd Un:10r dynamic conditions to the maximum atrefls t hat. would 
be compu terl under stat.ic conditions 1.,i thou t regerd to -velocity or 
spacing of such pairs of gU3tS in t he atmo1'l}?here . Exemination of 
the tine histories of r eactiona given i n figures 24 to 26 indicates 
that f or each case shovn the dynamI c-stress ra+.io given in tab l e IV 
is t he rat io of t he maximum dynamic deflection in the second gus t 
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to the static deflection Bst computed from t he D".a::dmum value 
of 6~ in the second gus t . As pointed out in reference 11, 
however, .Then design conditions are considered, t he ratio t o use 
is that of the D"~ximlln dynamic deflection of t he whole sequence 
to the deflection computed from the static load in the firs t gust 
b ecause, if the bw gr ,ts 1,,, ' .'e each of d68ig,.'1 ve loci ty, t he 
design s tatic load wot~ld be attained on passage through the first 
gus t . T~.e values d eterm:ineo. on thi s basis for the succession of 
two gus t s of la-chord gr adient distance indicated in the table 
would then be as follows: 
I 
- I 
Model Concli tion I Bd/Bst. 
C I 1 1.62 
D I 1 1.58 D 2 1.64 
I I 
An analysis given in refer ence 11, however, based on frequency 
data of single gusts, indicated. t hat the gust velocities of two 
r epeated gusts would range from 0 .61 to 0 .75 the velocity of the 
s i n gle design gust so that , multiplied by these ratios, the 
dynamic-8t r ess ratios given yTOuld be r educed to an average 
of 1.10 ti:r:'lcS -t:.he d3sign s tress . 
A r ecent statistical analysis of the characteristics of 
repeated ~ASts in turbulent air (refere~ce 12) provides more 
concrate data, however, than the analysis used in r ef erence lI. 
Two ceil-cluB .. ons from reference 12 s tate t.~~t :-:lets 0-':: t,vo r epeated. 
gucts with a.verage absolute e:'fecti ve gust ve 10c:i.ties of 25 feet 
pe:' s eco::::d a?par8:'1tly are encounte-red in t '-'.:ribul ent air a s often 
as single guets of inten31 ty greater ths.n 30 feet per s econd, and 
that the over -all aveY'r~ge e .~ ~ing b etW.3Cll two repeated gu.sts is 
about 25 chords. Note that spacing as defined in the r ef erence 
paper is the dj stance bet"l'een acceleration peaks and in the 
terminology of t h i s paper VTould correspond to the sum H2 + H3 . 
Table IV shows that the sums of H2 + H3 in the cases 
indicated by the footnote 0.0 not approximate 25 chords ; t herefore, 
a new 8uperrositi on of t he responses to single gus t s of 10 chords 
was made s o that the spacing ,.;eu ld be 2') ChOl.~d s. The dynamic -
s tress ratios for the ti1r ee cases were t hen determined as the 
r e.t ios of t he maXimllln dynarr.ic o.efl ection in the sequence to t he 
deflect i on computed from the s tatic load iID:posed by the firs t gust 
and t he r esults ,,,ere reo.uced by the rat io of t he average gust 
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veloci ty for two rereated gusts to the design veloci t:r for a single 
gust wMch is 25/30 . The resul-ts determlnerl on this ba.sis are 
compared with the results for the single BUsts of 10 chords 1n the 
following table : 
~-I' 
Design Design 
Mod.el Condltion repea teo. gusts single gusto 
Odmax,/Ost Odme.x/OGt 
C 1 0.96 1.07 
D 1 1.08 0 . 92 
D 2 1.10 1.09 
.. 
The variation in the results indicates that tho dynamic-stress 
ratios for a design repeat gust should be investigated . The 
results also indicate , hOvlever, that these dynamic-stress ratios 
are not likely to be much greater than those which 1'lou1d be 
determined for a design single gust . 
CONCLUSIONS 
Analytical Method and Experimental Work 
It appears from consj.de:::-at on of the comparlson of the experi-
mental work and associated calculations that: 
1. The analytical method as presented. in this paper 18 of 
sufficient accuracy to predict the ratio of the maxirn:'.un dynamic 
wing- t i p deflection increment to the maximum fuselage acceleration 
increment for a conventional airplane. 
2. Stro lification of the me t.hod by ami t-tin '3 part s of the 
damping does not appear feasible . 
Calculations 
The analysis of the results of the calculations for the effect 
of change of certain gust and airplane parameters indicates: 
1. T!i.e dynamic-stre ,'38 ratio for airplane 1-lings from encountering 
gusts increases us radient Qistance decreases. 
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2. For the ass~~ed design GUst with the gradient distance 
of 10 chords, 'the overstress in a sIngl e gust :may be a(3 :p1Uch 
as 12 percent . 
1 . Althou~h the results for the two a.rplanes eech of whlch 
encountered on0 type of reyeated gust were not consicered con-
cl1s17e, a repeated ust does net seem to be more critical than a 
singl e gust . 
4 . For the assumed des::'gn gIlnt of 10-cho~d graiient distance , 
the w:l.ng- ti:o acceleration incl"ement is _=neralJy much great.er than 
the fuselage acceleration increment ani should be taken into 
account when de sit;ninr-c for concentrated masses or wing components 
near the vin tip . 
5 . For the assumed c.esj.~"!l erust of 10 - choTd bradj ent eLi stance 
the dynamic - st!'ess rt:i() do, . not c'l1an ge r-tprreciably ,.,ith change 
in forward elocity oi '_hE" '. il"ylo.ne J b·..lt an increase in s -peed is 
accompanied by an increase in t.he wing- t i p acce l eration r atio. 
6. A reduction in 1.fi.n! freQuency e::' ther by a cha nge in stiff-
ness or by a chan e tn 1V6i.Q,ht incr eases the d;ynam:i c-strpss r atio 
e.t the assUI!led desie?' gnat of 10-chord gradient distence. 
um. ley ~[emorial Aerorau ice 1 I abora ory 
National Advisory Commi tt€e for Aeronautics 
Lan,31ey Field, Va . , January 1), 1947 
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AP::?ENDIX 
DETAILS OF METHOD ~~ rROCEDURE FOR 
DE'l~IINA'1ION OF CONSTANTS 
Certa i n assumptions 'Here r.1ade to simplify the problem of 
deterI11ining the dynamic r esponoe of o.ir-21a..'1e 1.rings on encountering 
gusts . These <:l.ssumptions are : 
(1) The i1llposed e,ust l oad.s are symmetrical about the center 
line of n,e airplane and the i r charac; teristics in the line of 
flight are knovm . 
(2 ) The imposed gust load.s excite only the fl1l1dan ental mode 
of bendine: of the ",in?!; ui th the rerul t that th0 stress :i.n the wing 
is proportional to tile deflection of the vdng tip . 
( 3) The forvTard Velocity of the airplane is constant during 
pansage through the gust . 
Together "vi t~l these assumptions J an airpl ane is reauced to 
the eq1.'..ive.lont hipl.alll"J shOim in figure 1 . The equation 3 of 
motion of the t"\m ?ar'~s of the equi vale:lt biplane are reduced to 
linea~ eguations i'rith constai'lt coefficients . ':Lne solution of the 
eq .ations aIlQ. tl e method of (Jetermlnation of c08fflcients follow . 
Sol'-tions of Equations 
General eouaj;io!l§. . - Tho equations for vThieh the solutions 
follml cont'lin the tY:f)e of for-.:ins function used for calculations 
in thl s paper . 
r) 
d'-5 COl7 
-bt Mw, 
',7 
"'v K(D" - Df) --+ --- + = AHete e dt2 'e dt 
CAl) 
2 dD+, d Df t e -bt Mf --+ "'f 
_ ,_L 
- KeDvr - Df) = Af e dt2 e dt ' 0 
(A2 ) 
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Since equat,j ons (A. 1) ancl (A2) arl9 s imultaneous linear 
differentia l equations , equatton (A2) my 'be solved for BvT and 
the result su'bstitute<l for bw :In equation (AI). This process 
l eads to t he follm.r:ing: 
(A3) 
where 
(A4a) 
(A4'b) 
(A4c) 
'A5a) 
(A5'b) 
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Equation (A3) may b e r 2cognized. ae a linear differential 
equation with constan \:, coe:' J cients which may be solved by methods 
commonly used for sol vi ng differential equatio"1s. Solution 
for of Is 
(A6) 
where Rl and R2 are the ~eal and imaginary parts of the complex 
r eots Rl '± R2 \/-::J. and R3 is the r ea l root of the cubi c equation 
derived from equation (A3) ; c11 c2' c 3, and c4 are constants of 
integrati n; ano, i::1 the particular integral of t he solution: 
(A7a) 
(A7b) 
In t he caae. · ,'There Gl = 0 a special s olut ion of t he equation 
would b e r equ ' rer, but thi s solution can 'be obv:!.ateo, by chooeinG a 
slightly di ff er ent value for b . 
Equation (A? ) is solved f or t!lC deflec tion of the equival 'Jnt 
win with re spect to the egu'Lval(;nt wing-fusolat3e (o1oT - Of) and 
for the space position of t he e ui v lent ,·ling ~\T ' The resulting 
equations follow : 
K 
(A8) 
(A9) 
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The vertical ve l ocities of the equivalent Inng-fuselage and 
of the equivalent winrs are determined from the first d.eri vativ'es 
of eque.ti ons (A6) and. ' (A9), respectively, and the nOl"!llB.l acce l era -
tions are det ermined from the second derivatives . 
In order to perform en arit p.rnetical solution f or a particulal~ 
airplane, it has been found advioable to inBert the pertinent 
numerical constants f ur th airplane in equation (A3) and solve. 
In addition, experience has shown it necessary to carry eight to 
ten sicnificant fi gures throu&~out the solution so that the 
results al'e useful because , at different stages in the evaluation, 
small differences of large qnantities are obtained . 
Ri~id-w1nR accelerat ion increment . - The norma l gust - load 
design proceQure aSSQ~e s that the load is applied statically and 
that t he normal accel eration is constant along the span of the 
airplane . The difference between this assumption and t he actual 
cage is shown by rat ios of the acce lerati.ons deteo:mined under 
dynrunic conditions to the accelerations t hat woulcl be determined 
if t he airpl ane wer e t'i g icl. In or(1er that the comparison be valid, 
the rigid airplane acceleration j crement ~nr is determined as 
the r esponse of the eqt.i valent biplane to the over-all forcing 
function on the airplane when the springs a e replaced by rigid 
rods 0 With this r estriction equations (Al) and (A2) may be 
combined. to become 
(Al O) 
where 
and 
A. ,y 
e 
+ A. f 
e 
A. c :: 11,.,e Mf + e 
A,., + Af 
Ac 
e e 
:: M + Mf-
'"e e 
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'{hen the integral in equation (AIO) is removed. by differ-
entiation, the equation becomes a linear diffel'en-cial e'luation 
,vi th cO!"-B"r.ant coefficients whj.ch may be solved tn the same manner 
as equation (A3). The complete solution is : 
31 
Dnr = (All) 
Static deflection ane. dynaLlic··stress ratio. - The static 
deflection used in the dynamic-stress-TatIo-to-represent the 
static stress in the , .... inS is consi<iered as the cleflect.ion of the 
upper wing of the equivalent biplane under the conc1..itions of the 
norrua.l sta tic design procedure . The static d.eflection is then 
computed as fo l lows : 
Lmr (LiW - W,v \ max e) 
= - ... _--------
K 
(A12) 
The ratio of the Il"axtmum valu of dyna.mic wing-tip 
deflection 0d ' as detei~ined by equa tion (A8), to the static 
max 
deflection 0st is called the dynamic-st ress rat i o since the 
stress, determined under static conditions, is ~ultiplied by this 
ratio to take into acco~.t dyr.amic conditions. 
Determination of Constants for the Equations 
Required cond;. tions . - In determining the values of t he coef-
ficient s'-:ror-t he equivalent biplane, t he following conditions 
should be sat isfied : 
(1) The total rr.ass and the total load on the equivalent biplane 
should be identical with t hose of the original airplane. 
(2) The kinetic enereY of vibra t ion of the upper wing should 
closely approximate that of the original wing beam for an amplitude 
of vibration of the upper ,.,ing equal to that of the tip of the 
o ri gina 1 , .... in . 
(3) The natural frequency should be the same ao that for the 
fundamental mode of the original wing. 
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(!+) The upper win should n,eflect uTldet' the eClvivelent stetic 
l oad the se.ne amount t.o.t tho w_ng ti:J of the airplane does t:.nder 
the correS1-oncl.in8 aerod.YIllimlc static-lead distrfbution . 
(5) The damping coefficient of the upper w:ng should reprssen t , 
at least to peak load, the damptng of the motion of the wing . 
E uival ent masses Mwe and Mfe . - The equivalent mass ~ve. 
is obtained flAom ana;ppro:dme.te re'quI:rement that the kinetic en ergy 
of vibration of the origina.l "Tine beam is r eproduced by the upper 
.TinS of the equivalent 'biplane. The equivalf'nt mass of the 
fuselaBe Mfe is taken equal to tho total mass of the airplane 
minus Mw ' 
e 
In the absence of rr.o::- definite information the combined 
effect of cone-ent,rated maRses and nonnniform wing structure is 
assumed to be 8\.1.ch that. the equ~,valen+' wi.ng maSEl may be determined 
from the followjng relation which re-p:-esents an approximation to 
that which woul d be derived for e, uniform cantIlever beam . Thus , 
(see fi g . 1) vrhere x is the distance from wing root to tip and JC 
is the dist ance to t he indiv1dunl mB.SO 6M , For special cases, such 
B s strut - s'J.pnorted wings and arrangements ot her than the conventional 
cant ilever monoplane, other suitable arprOXi!l"lltiO!lFJ can be cleviseti. 
If t he wing -rere a uniform car:tilever beam, M., "Tould be approxi -
'e 
mately '24 percent of the ma.ss of the win (referen e 13, pp. 83-89). 
Equi val ent 8'Prin~ const ant K. - The equivalent spring constant 
defines the'Sp'ri:p-gs in the equivalent biplane which allow approxi -
mateJy the same fre quency as the cantilever wing of the ori~inal 
airplane . The valUe of K may be approximated by using Mw and 
e 
the known or estimated wing frequency in the relation: 
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Air loads or forcing f unct:1.oDs .- As in the case of the maES of 
the air-"P"SJ.~ne,- th6~raTr'·loac:ll'1ust be di vid.ed into the components 
affecting the motions of the fl salage ano. ~-:l.ng til> of the original 
airplane. If the d.eflection of' the wing tip unc.er a given static 
air load is hllovm, the transfer to the eo..ui valent biplane is 
accomplished by merely d.etE'- _linlng the load appHed to the equivalent 
sp-ring which gives th<...t sa:_e deflection to the uppe r winp, of tIle 
equivalent btplane . The lemain6..e-r of the load is then arpl:i.ed to 
the 10 tel~ wing-fusAlaC8 combination. Any air load of the S8.!l1e type 
as this static air load may be divided into the same prolJortion and 
applied. to the equivalent system to give the 6ame deflections and 
re~ctione as the load causes on the original airplane. 
Data on deflection, ho', ever, 1s often not available. Recourse 
may then ce made to several met hois of determinin~ the division of 
loads . One simple a-ppro:;d:nation is to assume that the wins of the 
air-plane is a uniformly stiff centilever from root to tip . Then, 
if the b eam is conoi1ered to be weightless, the equation for the 
deflection of the tip of the be5.m unner a concent:..'ated load placed 
at the tip is com~are0 w.1.th the e uatio~J.S of 'i eflection for two types 
of l oaeline distr:tb lteCl. along t~e bea:n 8 S fo110~'Ts: a uniform load 
along the beam :no. a 10ao.. uniformly tapering from a max:tmum at the 
root to zero at tlJ.e tip . The djffere ces in the hree equations 
are in the numerical "efficiencyll factors which are one third for 
tho con')entrated load, one - ei th for the uniform load, snu. one-
f ifteenth for the tap")ren. l OJ3-.d. A conc eT~tT8.teQ load. at the tip 
of' a cantilever beam that .Till give the same d.eflection as a uni-
form lead is then one-eighth d~vided by one-third or th~ee-eighths 
of the uniform load, and. the equivalent cOclcentrated load to replftce 
the tape'.:-ed load is three-flftee:,ntl1s of the tapered. load . The eoti-
maJee of t.he sha.J;>e of the s'pan leaning of a /:,1 ven airylane probably 
fa lls eO!:le"The:oe Det1?epn that of a uni.fol'~t :!.-08.1 and of a tapered_ 
l oad 80 that a cO;:TIfariaon of these srJ..<'\,poc :i..nriicat.es that b ei.;wl~f,n 20 
and. 37 .5 percent of the t0t,('I l, l oad pl"oduC 8S the tj,p 0.eflec t ion and 
the r ema-i.nd6r is cons: der e'- ·'.is acting at the wing root. If the 
wing und.er consid3ration does not ap roximate closely enough a 
unifo:'Ill cantilaver, aJ.1m·ance for this ciiscrepancy can be made in 
choosiLg the percenta5es of load . 
The forcing func t ions AT., te -bt and A te-bt in 
' e f e 
equations (Al) and. (A~) represent the air load on the wi~g apart 
from the damping,divided. as in the prev:tous discussion,whel'e 
A~v + Af = A 
6 e 
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and 
l'!la, Iv 
A = --_. at bt = 1 
-bt te 
arb1 trary load factor increment the F1.ir::>la!le ,vould experience 
if it had no vertical motion when traversing the gust 
1 b = t at bt = 1 or at the maximun value of the function te -b t 
The next problem is the c..e"t2rm:'na-:'ion 0:' a value of b s o 
tha t the forc:tnr, funct:ton l'en:cesonts a gust of a 8,1 ven shape . 
Gust-tunnel t8StS of r elat:i 'lely stable eml rif,iJ- moc.els (reference 6) 
have shown that the peak of the acce]eraticn- ~ncY'ement curve occurs 
at the end of H11 ~s rivpn lu fi~re 2(a) . The time necessary 
to reach the tnaximu'll v lue of the time hist.ory curve of the rigid-
wing accelerati.on incremo'!1t , which is o"btajnen from the fo!'ci.ng 
function curve by U'3e of equaticn (All), i8 ansumeel, ther efore, to 
r erresent the length of the gWl.d1.6nt of the suet imposed on the 
airplane . Since the peaks of the forcing-function curve and the 
accelol'atton-increment cur-re do not occur at the same time except 
in the case of an airplane of jruinite rrass , the followin~ pro -
cedure for the determinat i on of a value for b has been deri ved . 
(1) Th:ree or f01Y va'1 '3 8 of b are chosen so that t hey 
r ep r esent a ran,- e of peal-:: vali.:.es of the forcing flmction corre-
s~onding to from 2 chords of travel of tha airplane to 40 or 50 chords 
of t-ravel. 
(2) The time necessary to r each the maximlnn value of 6nr is 
deterr:rlned for each ralue of b chose:l c .. c.d converted to chorus of 
t-rav-el of the airplane . 
(3) A plot is ma~e of b agalnot chords of trave l to peak 
of the 6 nr curv~ • 
(4) The values of gust grad.i ent distance chosen for the cal cu-
l atior,s are then use<l with t he curve p l ott ed in s t ep 3 to o..etermine 
t!J.e correspOI:dlng val es of b. 
If the fO"Y'cing function Ate -bt does not adeCluately represent 
the cl"_se c.ensiCl_ered, the act ual forcing function for the sharp - edge 
gust may be determined from cal culations similar to those calcu-
lat i ons outlined in reference 7 or b~l reCOllrse to gust - t unnel tests. 
- ------------------------------------------------------------
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Equat.io s (AI) and (A2) woul. t~en b e solved for a unit-function 
type of f orc ing func t5::m (, ;eranCG 8) and the res1 lt ·bui.lt up into 
the l '8'Jp0'1Se of the i~f;Y.n _.0 8il'}:11ane t.o a shar~-ec1.ge Bust by the 
graJ;lhical me:;hoi out lined in r eference 9 . This r eoporlse of the 
flexible airp l ane to a sharp-edJ~e gust lI1"tY then -b e considered. as 
th e response to a uui t-funct~_ on··ty:>e gust and be 9.gain buj It up to 
represent t h e r esponse of tho f18xib13 airpland to any type of 
sT.illIllctr .ica l !Sust . 
Dampjng factor "'. - Ccnsiierat i on of the rf·action of an air-
planeto-a: given gust or the reaction of the equivalent biplane 
to the forCing flmct,ion lnrl:lcates that bro distinct motions have 
to be dampfd - the verU cul motion of t h l1 airplana as a .{hole and 
the viby-atory motion of the wing itself . Since th0 VE'l·t~.cal motion 
ris8s from the act-ton of unste'l.dy Hft , the damring of this motion 
is a l so sub,iect to unfJte3.dy lift effects . The vibratory motion of 
t he wt n falls in thid categoy.y DecauFl EJ t.he lift of r..n 08cillating 
airfoil has b een shc~m (references 14 an1 15) to be affected by 
uns teady lift phe:nomenr. . Detel"lUna.ti on of the Affects of this 
unsteary lift i s therefore nE,c?ssary lD orc1eT t o pred.ict corrElctly 
the dynam~. c t r '"1SS of an ai ."pJ 9.ne "ling up n C'ntry . nto a gust . 
The obyio·J.s sob.ti on ·;..,ould t · tC' i nc l 1lde the eqt:.ations of unstoady-
lift da.ml).i.ng dil'ectJy :In t.he dynam.i c-stress eq118,t on8, but this 
proceriure voulcl destroy the linear~. ty of the equations and make 
them "lery (Hfficult to solve . The s tcad:,- -lif't dalLl]!ing would 
be .e. rrf3V t imes the velocity of oscillation with .e. nEV a constant 
2 2 
for a given case . Inasmuch e s having thp d~mptng coefficient in 
this for'1l ","auld fulfill the conc..it ons f or normcl solution of the 
ori ,:;;ina l equatior.s , an ana] · ;; is anG. some tests v7ei'A Il1£ de to 
d.etermine wh~thAr the ELfc , " of unsteady 1 i.ft on "Ghe ramrinB f orce 
CO'l. d De considcrG.:1 to r oduce the St38.Cy-~ '.-f't d_amnin f Ol'ce by a 
cons tant :aco ot' - a dUJ!rp':'ng-eff:l c:if>ncy i'r v .jor - without se-rio1wly 
im~ai~iLg the reeults . 
The analytical dete-cmination of t hi. s factor wa s (leri vecl frem 
the follm-'in,'3 expl"C'ss ion fa the change in CL brought about by a 
eudd.en ch~~8e i n anglG of atta k : 
6.0 L 
dct d' ds' 8 (A14) 
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vThere 
6CL change in coefficient of lift 
m slope of lift curve, radians 
CL retio of a solute v~lue of the unste8dy~1.ft function for a 
a, sud.den chan e in angle of attack to its absolute value 
a t t = co for a win of aspect ratio of 6 
81 ' distance of travel from initiation of angle-of-attack change 
to point at which lift. is deslred, half chorus 
s' distance of travel from initiation of angle-of-attack change, 
half chords 
do, r ate of change of angle of attack with half chord of travel W 
SubAtitution of Jones' a~proximation of the unsteady -lift function 
for aspect ratio 6 for a sll.c'~en c~ange in anDle of attack ( ~~eforence 16, 
equation (29)) changed to ratio form 
is made in eq ation (A14). Th~n, aS6Uffing n simple harmonic vertical 
motion of the wing, the followlne substicnt:i.on s !!jade : 
v~here 
U 
a =1j 
U 
v 
x 
k = 2 n 
s ' o 
Xk 
= -y sin k3' 
vertical velocity of wing 
horizontal vel ocity of wing 
measure of the maximum vertical velocity of wing 
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and 
8 t 
o 
distance of travel of wing for one period of oscillation, 
half chords 
37 
The indicated integration in equatlon (A14) is pt3rfo!'meo. Rnd 
the result is divided by ~he assumed 3teady-lift damping such that 
the damping-efficiency fac tor is given by 
where 
-C l cos ks l
t 
• C2 81n .kSl':"_+ 1.000 + .~e -O.381Al"' 
1 - cos l\:sl ' 
1.000 - O.36:l~ -- - -' -;:; 
0.1)+5 + k'-
(A15) 
Evaluation of expression (A15) for a series f ratios of wing 
f requency to ha lf chords of trav3l 8ho· .. 18 the.t the damping-pffj ciency 
f a.ctor varies cons:lderaoJy thTou.;}'1out a cycle of oscilletion of t he 
wing, but the greatest varieticn OCCl TS FI.8 thl:3 v1.1r~tion velocity 
a:pproa ch(~s zero or a1; the point of m:'nimum damping force. As a 
r esult ,an average value of 75 percent for t he IDa&nitudG of the 
damping-eff i ci0ncy f RctoI' was ta1cen from the peri.;s of l;l1e ycle 
where the damping force wa3 near t he rraximum value so that the 
total damping coefficient )., 1s given by the equati on: 
p )., = 0.75 2' mSv 
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In order to obtain an experimental verification of the method 
and r esult of the theoretical determination of damping- affici ency 
factor, t est s "Tere conductect on a 10-j.nGh half-span half-model at 
three different wind speeds in the ~-scale model of the full-scale 
tunnel. Oscilla.tory motion about a flexure plate hinge at the v/ing 
root wa s begun ':Jy the d.ecrea.s e in lift caused by tbe 2ud.den def:Lec -
tion to zero of a plain flap that formed t he entire trailing edge 
of the .Ting . The flap motion and t he wing-tip motion were recorded 
as time histories and the d.amping coefficients were t.hen deteTIIlined 
from the logarithmic decrements of the wing-t i p oscill ations 
(reference 13, p . 35). The resu:;..t s of thes e tests indicated that 
the value of 75 percent determined by the theoretical ana.lysis was 
a valid quant i ty for the damping- effici ency factor. 
The damping coef f icients for the uprer wing and l ower wing-
fus elage must now be determined . The proper values for the 
individual coeffici ents are dependent u~on the span~Qse distri -
bution of the vertical 1le l ocities of the original wing whicb 
ch~nges as the airplane penet~ates the gust . In t he case of 
uniform s:pamvise dis t:dbut:::'cn of vertical velocity (case 1) , the 
ai '!'plane Ciaroping coeffldent A. is d5vided in the same .ray as 
the impressed air-load coeffici ent so tha t 
For the ce.se where the span'o1is'3 c.t Btr:ib1lt_ nn of vertical ve l ocj ty 
equals the defloction cu::'ve of the as~:um8d. ur..iform canti l ever ",ing 
of the or 1ginal airplane (case 2) , the total damping load on the 
ori.. ginal wing is concent:catect near the wing tip and i s approxi -
mately equal to A times one-third the tip veloc.:ty. Hhen this 
situaUcn is applied to the equivalent biplE.ne, the total damp1ng 
on t he equivalent biplane is aplllied t o the upper wi ng so tbat A,., 
1 e 
is then equal to -) • • 3 
Case 2 r epresents the slt1.lation 8.S the airplane first pene· 
trates the gust and case 1 represents the sit uation later in the 
penetration when t he vibration has damped out. In order to avoid 
destroying the linearity of eqlations (Al) and (A2) , coefficients 
chosen on the basis of conditions existing at maximum l oad are used 
to calculate the entire time hist ory. If case 1 exists , t he time 
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histories of r eactions ca.lculated are not seriously affected; 
however, when case 2 exists, t he time hj.stories subsequent to peak 
load would be quite serlously in error. In order to account for 
this inaccuracy and to effect a transition between t he two cases, 
Afe js taken equal to }A in case 2 . This a sstunption will not 
affect the results f or the penetration l nto the gust r epresented 
by case 2 , because the vertical velocity of the fuselage of the 
or:l.ginal airplane and the wing-fuse l age of the equivalent biplane 
would be zero. 
In order to provide a .~y to determine which division of 
damping coeffic ient is applicable in a given calculation, an 
arbitrary criterion was found t hat depended on t he r e lation 
bet '¥Teen the airplane vertical velocity, which was determined by 
integrating the time history of the rigid-"Tlng accel eration incre-
ment 6nr to ite maximum value , and the vibration ve locity of the 
wing, as determined by dividing the eta ti c d.eflection 0et by the 
time requir ed to reach maximum 6nr from the beginni ng of the gust . 
When the ratio of airplane ver ti ca l ve l ocity to the vibration 
velocity is l ess than 5, t he division into one- third and bTo-thirds 
appli es, and 1vhen t he ratio is gr eater than 5, the damping coeffi-
cient is divided into one -fourt h and thr ee -fourths. Note that t he 
divls ions of damping coefficient given apply in particular to con-
ventional cantilever-,dng airplanes . Other types of airplanes 
would r equire special analysis, 
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weight, Ib 
Wing area, sq ft 
~f,ean geometric chord, tt 
Span, ft 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST MODEL AND 
EQUIVALENT CONSTANTS FOR CALCULATION 
Values constant for tests 
10832 PItching moment of Inert1a, s1ug-ft2 
1.18G RadiWl of gyration of wing, it 0.39 Weight of wing, Ib 
, 
0.00782 
0.663 
0.293 
0.0333 ?t. 0 Mass ratio, MWe/M Slope of lift curve, per radian ~. 73 Air loa.d ratio, Aw 1M 0.37 61.0 Forward velOCity, fps 
Gust velocity, fps 
Variables 
Gradient distanoes of 
gust, chord5 
Da.mping ratio, "'~ /A. 
e 
Forcing-funotion factor, 
A, 1b/sec 
Time constant, b, 
per seo 
-- -- - -------------
e 
6.0 Damping factor, ~, Ib-sec/tt 0.2954 
Values changed in tests 
f :: 13.5 ops; K = 13.608 1b!ft 
Gust 1 Gust 2 Gust 3 
4.6 7.8 21.2 
0·50 0·50 0.37 
275·948 151.921 37.2580 
27.70 15·25 3·74 
f = 26.1 CpS; K : 51.024 1b/ft 
Gust 1 Gust 2 Gust ~ 
4.6 8.8 22.4 
0.50 0·50 0·37 
275·948 132.495 38.7523 
27·70 13·3° 3.89 
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~ 
o 
::x> 
f-:3 
Z 
Z 
o 
f-" 
W 
~ 
o 
~ 
~ 
Wing 
Airplane Cond1- We1fW.t area 
t10n (lb) (sq ft) 
Model A 1 100,000 1700 
2 100,000 1700 
Model B 1 44,~60 24~0 
2 44,~60 24g0 
Model C 1 100,000 1710 
2 100,000 1710 
3 100,000 1710 
~ 100,000 1710 
Model D 1 62,500 1~26 
2 102,000 1~26 
TABLE II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLANES CHOSEN 
FOR CALCULATIONS 
Wing Mean geo- Natural 
loading Span metric wing fre-
(lb/sq ft) (ft) chord (uency ( rt) cps) 
5!U~ 113·~ 14.93 2.20 
5~·g 113·g 14.93 4.25 
1~.1 150. 0 1~·53 3·g9 
1~.1 150.0 1~·53 3·g9 
5g·5 140.0 12.21 2.45 
5~· 5 140.0 12.21 2.45 
5~·5 140.0 12.21 2.45 
5~·5 140.0 12.21 2.45 
34.2 140.0 13. 04- 2·50 
56.0 140.0 13· ot: 1. 43 
Slope of Number Forward 
11ft ourve of veloc-
(per 
radian) 
4.73 
4·73 
4·76 
4.76 
5·04 
5.04 
5·04 
5.04 
4-.93 
4·93 
engines i ty ( mph) 
4 256 
~ 256 
4 200 
4 200 
4 260 
4 200 
4- 300 
4 400 
2 190 
2 160 
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Remarks 
Hypothetioal 
airplane 
scaled from 
flexible 
wing model 
Fuselage 
damping 
omitted in 
condi tion 2 
Speeds 
assumed 
tor 
calculation 
Normal gross 
weight 
Overload 
gross we1ght 
fl::>. 
w 
~ () 
;l> 
t--3 
Z 
g: 
I---' 
W 
tv 
o 
Biplane Gradip.nt 
equi- Condi- distance, 
valent t10n HI 
or (chords) 
Model A 1 ~ . 6 
9.0 
22.0 
2 ~.b 
~.~ 
22.4 
Model B 1 2.~ 
4-·7 
5·7 
7·1 
2 3·3 b.7 
8·5 
10.0 
Model C 1 3·7 
10.0 
20.0 
2 10.0 
3 10.0 
4- 10.0 
Model D 1 ~·3 
10·3 
20·5 
2 3·9 
10.1 
20.2 
TABLE III 
CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATION DATA FOR BIPLANE EQUIVALENTS 
OF AIRPLANES IN TABLE II 
MWe Mwe 
Damping 
).W
e Weight ( slugs) fac t:)r, (lb) M A T ( Ib-sec/rt) 
100,000 103·33 0.0333 2,b14.0 0·500 
100,000 103.33 .0333 2,614.0 ·5°0 
44 ,~60 65. 43 .0470 3,090.0 
·333 
44,~bO 65. 43 .0470 1,030. 0 1.000 
100,000 106·3~ .0343 2,972.9 
·333 
100,000 10b·38 . 0343 2,25b·3 
·333 
100,000 106·38 .0343. 3,384·5 ·333 
100,000 106·38 .0343 4,512.7 
·333 
62,500 50.23 . 0258 2,239·0 
·333 
102,000 154- . ~8 .04-87 1,885·4-
·333 
- . 
FOl"cing 
function 
factor, A 
( 1b/sec) 
2,445,000 
1,34~,000 
329,000 
2,445,000 
1,169,000 
342,500 
a75 ,54Ll-~7, 772 
324, 36~ 
243,Mb 
a75 ,544 87,772 
324,368 
243,Mb 
3,773,000 
1,255,85~ 
482,22 
989 ,~bl 
1,440, b99 
1,980,114 
1,450, ~93 
428,132 
155,962 
2,lb8,225 
720,893 
273,.939 
Aw Spring 
_e constant, 
A K (lb/ft) 
0·37 19,b30 
·37 73,300 
.25 56,436 
.25 56,4-}6 
.25 25,233 
.25 25,233 
. 25 25 . 233 
.25 25,233 
.25 12,406 
.25 12,406 
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Time 
constant, 
b 
(per sec) 
4·aO 2. ~ 
.606 
4.50 
2.15 
.630 
4.00 
2.00 
1. 33 
1.00 
4.00 
2.00 
1. 33 
1.00 
b .9~ 
2·31 
.M7 
. 1.82 
2.b5 
3·b~ 
4.27 
1. 26 
.459 
3.91 
1. ~O 
. 94 
~ 
o 
~ 
f-j 
~ 
~ 
o 
t--> 
CAl 
I:'V 
o 
~ 
~ 
45 
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TABLE IV 
MOST SERIOUS VALUES OF OVERSTRESS FROM ADDING 
THE REACTIONS OF T WO GUSTS 
[Based on reference IlJ 
Hl H2 H,3 °d 
(chords) ( chords) (chords) -:::!!1M Ost 
Model C, condition 1 
3·75 3·75 16.2~ 1.40 
3.75 9.99 13·7 1.26 
3·75 19.9~ 3·75 1.26 
9·99 3·75 39 ,, ~4 1. 35 
9·99 9·99 37. 6 a1.25 
9.99 19.9S 27·4.7 LOS 
19·9S 3·75 72.43 1.44 
19·9g 9·99 69 .9~ 1. 34 
19·9S 19·9S 59·9 1. 20 
Model D, condition 1 . 
4.26 4.26 14· 50 1.20 
4.26 10.25 11.96 1.09 
4.26 19·53 5. 13 1.09 
10.25 it.26 35. 04 1.11 
10.25 10.25 32.4S a1.21 
10.25 19·53 25. 64 1.20 
-------- ----- 1--
19·53 4.26 69·22 1.42 
19·53 10.25 66 .66 1. 34 
19·53 19·53 59·g2 1. 39 
Model D, condition 2 
3.96 3.96 15. 47 1.47 
3·96 10.OS 13 . 31 1. 35 
3·96 20.15 11.g7 1. 35 
lO.OS 3·9b 35·9S 1.47 
lO.OS 10.0g 33· g3 a1.26 10.og 20.15 32·39 1.11 
20.1-5 3·9b 73·4-1 1. 56 
20.15 10.oill 71. 25 1. 36 
20.15 20.15 69.~1 1.23 
aUsed in extended analYSiS of repeated gusts. 
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Flgu.re 5. - D[agram of kn.ife edge) stru.ts )and. fuselage. 
spr-lng 0 f test model. 
small tamps 
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--- Mirror lenses 
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Flgure G. - Method. of measu.ring win g defledion. 
Figure 7. - Instrument record showing A, wing-tip-deflection time 
histories, B, accelerometer time history, and C, distance 
between A and B resulting from the record light beams 
striking the film 90 0 apart on the drum. 
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